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united states constitution wikipedia - the united states constitution is the supreme law of the united states the constitution
originally comprising seven articles delineates the national frame of government its first three articles embody the doctrine of
the separation of powers whereby the federal government is divided into three branches the legislative consisting of the
bicameral congress article one the executive, united federation of planets wikipedia - the united federation of planets ufp
usually referred to as the federation is a fictional interstellar federal republic in the star trek science fiction franchise
composed of numerous planetary sovereignties in the ufp the member planetary governments agreed to exist semi
autonomously under a single central authority based on the utopian principles of universal liberty rights and, the starfleet
museum pyotr velikiy class and - history the federation and starfleet at 75 years the year 2236 marked the 75th
anniversary of the united federation of planets ufp although the federation continued to have disputes with several other
regional and local powers including the klingons the kzinti the orions and the tazzi none of these conflicts threatened to
escalate to full scale war, is the constitution still relevant today constitution - on sunday 9 july we will celebrate
constitution day it will be 117 years since the queen assented the australian constitution into law in the uk on this occasion
we thought it was a good opportunity to open up a discussion about whether the constitution which formed our country is the
basis of our democracy and the foundation of all our laws is still relevant today, ex astris scientia abramsverse federation
ship classes - abramsverse federation ship classes starships shuttles space stations probes ground vehicles unknown
class unknown station the abrams movies take place in a new timeline the kelvin timeline for the most part which is meant to
be canon within star trek s overall continuity yet the redefinition of events and characters and the radical redesign of the sets
props and ships disconnect the, russian federation new world encyclopedia - the russian federation emerged as a great
power in the early twenty first century also considered to be an energy superpower the country is considered the soviet
union s successor state in diplomatic matters and is a permanent member of the united nations security council,
constitution of the united states a history national - a more perfect union the creation of the u s constitution the articles
of confederation the determined madison had for several years insatiably studied history and political theory searching for a
solution to the political and economic dilemmas he saw plaguing america, world citizen blog and updates world service
authority - world citizen blog and updates peace starts with you insist on peace by david gallup garry davis said that world
peace begins with each of us putting the earth first because it is your world, ex astris scientia the new enterprise design aesthetics the saucer underside and edge of the new design by ryan church are still similar as on the iconic starship i have
come to love albeit it is the wider saucer of the tmp version and not the one of the tos ship as it existed in the prime universe
at the time of star trek 2009 the rest is different than on any previously seen enterprise it only has roughly the same
proportions, the most beautiful girls in the world shauna grant - the world is filled with beautiful women they are
prominetly featured in television shows movies and magazines all the time here you have the top 100 most beautiful women
of all time from movies television and fashion according to experts, sustainability carrying capacity ecological footprints
- us california slumburbia february 10 2010 new york times by timothy egan in lathrop manteca and tracy california among
some of the world s most productive farmland you can find streets of foreclosed home looking like a 21st century ghost town
with rock bottom discounts on empty starter mansions, the food timeline history notes algae to creamed onions - algae
algae seaweed nori kaiso agar agar miuk carrageen irish moss spirulina tecuilatl vitamin rich edible gifts from the sea
consumed from prehistoric times forward culinary applications depend upon place period people
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